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Alta Kraftlag in Norway chooses an IT solution from 
Rejlers  
 
 
The Norwegian company Alta Kraftlag has entered into an agreement with Rejlers on the 
introduction of Quant Insight, a market-leading platform for the analysis of IoT data and 
measurement data for energy companies. With Quant Insight, Alta Kraftlag gains a tool that 
reduces the turnaround time for handling network failures, provides proactive maintenance 
analytics, and helps the company to make more accurate decisions about future investments. 
 
Quant Insight is an advanced platform for analysing the customer's own data from the distribution 
network. These data may include information from both new smart meters and other infrastructure in 
the network. Alta Kraftlag provides electricity and fibre services to the Norwegian municipalities of Alta, 
Loppa and Kvænangen. Among other things, the company has installed smart meters and updated 
other infrastructure in the distribution network, yielding new opportunities for network operation. 
 
“After reviewing the available solutions on the market, we chose to go with Quant Insight, which we 
believe offers us the best functionality,” says Rolf Erik Jenssen, an engineer at Alta Kraftlag. “We look 
forward to using Quant Insight as a very useful tool for the operation and development of the company,” 
continues Jenssen. 
 
“By harnessing the power of modern cloud solutions, Quant Insight is able to rapidly transform data into 
valuable information for the network company, and our customers really appreciate that," says Espen 
Kåsin, Director of Energy at Rejlers in Norway.  
 
 
 
For further information, please contact: 
Thomas Pettersen, CEO Rejlers Norway, +47 950 22 323, thomas.pettersen@rejlers.no 
Malin Sparf Rydberg, Director of Communications, +46 70 477 17 00, malin.rydberg@rejlers.se 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
About Alta Kraftlag 
Alta Kraftlag was founded in Norway in 1948 and provides electricity and fibre services to the municipalities of Alta, Loppa and 
Kvænangen. The company also produces power and has numerous holdings in other companies in the region. Alta Kraftlag has a 
total of approximately 65 employees and an annual turnover of approximately NOK 125 million. The head office is located in Alta. 
Alta Kraftlag is a cooperative company owned by its members and aims to play an active role in business and community 
development in the region. 
 
About Rejlers 
Rejlers is one of the leading engineering consultancy firms in the Nordic region. With our vision “Home of the learning minds” as a 
beacon, we create a platform for continuous learning, development and growth. Increased learning that creates added value for 
both customers and employees. We have 2400 dedicated experts with cutting-edge expertise in technology areas such as 
energy, industry, infrastructure, real estate and telecom. We are close to our customers and are represented in Sweden, Finland, 
Norway and the United Arab Emirates. In 2019, the company had a turnover of 2.6 billion SEK and its class B share is listed on 
Nasdaq Stockholm.  
www.rejlers.com  
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